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FireBuddy Plus
Donning Instructions and Maintenance
1.0

General
FireBuddy Plus Fireman’s Outfit, Ships Wheel comprises the following items
Helmet assembly with visor and neck curtain
Jacket
Trousers
Leather gloves
Fireman’s Wellington Boots

2.0

Donning Trousers
.1
Ensure bracers adjustment is fully extended and fold bracers down either side of the trousers exposing
waist fully. Release waist side adjusters to maximize waist.
2.2
Remove footwear and place feet into trouser legs.
2.3
Pull waistband up to waist.
2.4
Insert arms into bracers, placing straps over each shoulder without twists. Pull down adjuster straps until
comfortable and lock. Pull tabs at sides to close waist to fit.

3.0

Donning Boots
3.1
Pull trouser legs up to knees.
3.2
Don boots.
3.3
Pull legs down over boots to ankle level.

4.0

Donning Jacket
4.1
Pull back flap to expose zip. Open zip fully.
4.2
Place arms in sleeves.
4.3
Close zip and close flap over ensuring Velcro lines up. Ensure jacket overlaps outside and over the
trousers without any rucks.
4.4
Close collar using Velcro provided ensuring that it stands up and is not folded down into jacket.
4.5
Pull elasticated cuffs down to wrists.

5.0

Donning Helmet
5.1
Ensure neck curtain is not folded into helmet and don helmet. Adjust clamp using ratchet wheel at rear of
helmet.
5.2
Place chinstrap under chin and adjust for comfort and fit.
5.3
Visor assembly can be raised and lowered.

Note:
Visor must always be in lowered position when fire fighting unless wearing a breathing apparatus face-mask.
6.0

Donning Gloves
6.1
Pull on leather gloves, pull elasticated sleeves over cuff of glove

Cleaning
FireBuddy Plus may be machine washed or dry cleaned as follows (also see label for instructions)
Max Temperature 40°C
Dry Clean
Do Not Bleach
Tumble Dry
Hot Iron

